Gathering together ANGELENOS OF ALL GENERATIONS, CULTURES, AND FAITHS UNDER A CIRCLE OF LIGHT

IES LOS ANGELES
2020 RUSSELL COLE LIGHTING DESIGN COMPETITION

CHRISTINE FERRITER
GATHER ROUND

COLOR CHANGING FIXTURES ON CIRCULAR TRACK OFFER MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY FOR STAGE AND EVENTS

WARM AND INVITING FOR GENERAL ASSEMBLIES AND RELIGIOUS SERVICES

THE INFANT ROOM EVOKES A QUIET SHADED OASIS TO SOOTHE AND INSPIRE

THE MAIN LOBBY GREET THE VISITOR WITH A BRIGHT AND HAPPY WELCOME

LOUNGE OR CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES OCCUR UNDER COMFORTABLE DIFFUSE LIGHT

REFLECTING THE CIRCLES WITHIN OUR COMMUNITY WITH CIRCULAR LIGHTING
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**SKYDOME CEILING PANELS**

The Foyer will have 4’ and 8’ circular panel lights easily installed in the existing drop ceiling. These bright circles of light will bring a feeling of desert sunlight to enliven the space as the community gathers around for all kinds of activities.

**DISPLAY CABINET LIGHTING**

Linear LED strip lighting offers task lighting for the lower countertop and elegant illumination in the upper display cabinets.

**ADJUSTABLE ACCENT & DOWN LIGHTS**

Showcasing group photos, local artwork, and community boards along the foyer walls, these adjustable recessed accent fixtures will highlight the community’s successes and group struggles.
GATHER ROUND

CIRCULAR TRACK-LIGHT SYSTEM
Custom designed to suit the needs of a flexible event hall, this track light can be used in default configurations or refocused quickly and easily as needed. Dimming and color changing capabilities allow for maximum flexibility.

DOWN LIGHTS
Dimmable recessed down lights over stage provide lighting for rehearsals, meetings, and presentations.

WALL WASH
Dimmable recessed wall wash fixtures bounce light off the walls to brighten and enliven the space.

ADJUSTABLE ACCENT LIGHTS
Dimmable recessed adjustable lights under the soffit can be utilized for artwork, or refocused to highlight the bingo board, craft tables, or food and drink stations.

These attractive fixtures will add a glow of sophistication for recitals and spiritual services. They feature customizable color changing, dimmable indirect up-light to wash the vaulted ceiling to easily transform the community center’s main hall from the day’s activities to an exciting gathering place any celebration.
A custom trio of modular circular track hangs as a centerpiece in the main hall while maintaining the feeling of openness in the vaulted ceiling. Each ring consists of compact color changing wash fixtures in flexible, overlapping configurations for both stage lighting and ambience in the main hall. Multiple preset looks will be available to suit a variety of celebration needs.
GATHER ROUND

Celebrations
Flexible elements to suit any event needs

With different looks at the push of a button, it’s easy to go from sharing a meal to sharing the dance floor.
Dimmable color changing ambient lighting bouncing off the ceiling aids in healthy circadian rhythms for guests day and night. The color changing pendant up-lighting combines with color changing fixtures on the center ring track to transform the space for lively celebrations.
Nurturing the next generation in a quiet shaded oasis

ILLUMINATED MOBILE
A warmly illuminated mobile hangs in the infant room to comfort and inspire the newest members of our community. The chandelier is dimmable to serve both play and sleep times.

EMBEDDED STAR LIGHT
Constellations of light embedded in the ceiling and walls add a soft magical glow grabbing the attention of infants and adults alike.
CLASSROOM / LOUNGE

This Sonneman Lighting Corona pendant hangs in the center of the classroom / lounge, filling the space with soft diffuse light perfect for bridal party preparations, classroom activities, or group breakout meetings. Area downlights light the perimeter of the room in natural white light or can dim for video presentations.

Discrete 3.5” area down flood lights illuminate the hallway, restrooms, and perimeter of classroom / lounge.

RESTROOMS

Area downlights are accented by these soft bath bar lights giving off a warm sun kissed glow. The crushed glass diffusion evokes sunlight reflecting off the cracked desert earth.

LOUNGE AND RESTROOMS
Gather Round

OFFERS A WARM AND INVITING GATHERING PLACE FOR ALL OF LIFE’S MILESTONES.

The circular lighting scheme brings together the life-giving rays of the California desert sun with the nourishing warmth of a close-knit circle of family, friends, and neighbors.
Thank you